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INSPIRATION

HÅG H09®
COLLECTION

PRIVACY

www.hag.no

HÅG lives according to the principle 
that every company has responsibilities 
above and beyond simply earning money. 
All companies have an obligation to take 
care of our common environment and to 
display social accountability. 

Fifteen years ago HÅG pioneered our 
sector by placing the environment at 
the top of the agenda. We were the first 
furniture manufacturer to receive ISO 
14001 certification and to register with 
EMAS (EU’s Eco-mangement and Audit 
Scheme). In 1995, HÅG had already start-
ed to make use of recycled old car fenders, 
salad containers and ketchup bottles in 
the production of chairs. HÅG decided 
to become a beacon, leading the way into 
a new environmental era. This, however, 
requires great efforts. HÅG has actively 
developed its “lighthouse” role, taking 
concrete measures such as becoming the 
first office chair manufacturer in the world 
to have all its products certified according 
to ISO 14205, the Environmental Product 
Declaration (EPD). To ensure that those 
who use our products will not be harmed, 
we have chosen materials and chemicals 
that have no negative effects on health 
or the environment, as certified by our 
Greenguard certificate, awarded in 2006. 
HÅG also contributes to the reduction 
of global greenhouse gas emissions by 
purchasing 100% of our electricity from 
renewable energy sources. We operate 
according to a long-term programme of 
sustainability that is followed up annually 
by specific environmental measures  
governed by the “more good” principle. 

One thing is for sure: 
HÅG, as a responsible social and sustain-
able environmental player, will at all times 
offer its users the best seating solutions 
where all considerations have been taken 
into account.

ENVIRONMENT

EMAS | ISO14001 | ISO14025

100% of the electrical power used in our factory  
comes from renewable wind and water.  

We follow UN´s 10 principles of ethical trade.



HÅG H09 is an exclusive collection 
of working chairs that suits different  
personalities and needs. The secret lies 
in the combination of aesthetics and  
dynamic ergonomics: a jewel to the eye 
that lets your mind and body move freely. 

HÅG H09 Privacy provides a wonderful 
sense of seclusion and privacy making it 
easier to focus and concentrate when you 
need to. In open office landscapes it can 
be a relief to be a bit separated from the 
others while still at your desk. It gives you 
a room in the room. 

QUIET

COLOURS*

TEX UNI 900

ELM 99999

TEX UNI 808

ELM 93129

TEX UNI 723

ELM 77127

TEX UNI 615

ELM 55148

TEX UNI 440

ELM 71017

TEX UNI 740

ELM 97038

SPACE PLEXIGLAS PLEXIGLAS

* The colours depicted here may vary from real life. For fabric samples please contact your HÅG dealer.

TEX STRIPE 1808 TEX STRIPE 1900TEX STRIPE 1740TEX STRIPE 1615TEX STRIPE 1440 TEX STRIPE 1723



HÅG H09® PRIVACY



COLLECTION

HÅG H09 9120 HÅG H09 9130

HÅG H09 9320 HÅG H09 9330 HÅG H09 9220 HÅG H09 9230

HÅG H09 9420 HÅG H09 9420 HÅG H09 9420 HÅG H09 9430

HÅG H09 9620 HÅG H09 9630HÅG H09 is easily adjusted according to 
your wishes. Simply personalise the chair 
by adjusting several different functions  
independently of each other the first time 
you sit in it, and customise your sitting 
experience. The chair then follows your 
every movement without you having to 
think about it. 

This makes it not only the perfect collection 
for the office but also for meeting- and 
board rooms.

FLEXIBLE



HÅG H09® INSPIRATIONFUNCTION*

THE PADDED LEATHER BACK  
consists of special air channels that 
have a cooling effect.  

ADJUSTABLE LUMBAR SUPPORT AND 
HEADREST slides up or down to fully 
personalise your sitting experience. 

TILTDOWN™ ARMRESTS 
can be easily adjusted in height, 
width, and downward tilt, 
allowing you to sit closer to 
your desk. 

FOOTBASE  
comes with a matt black or 
polished aluminium finish. 

FOOT SUPPORT  
provides a comfortable way to 
vary the position of your feet. 

SUSPENDED BACK  
(not stretched over a stiff 
frame): provides support while 
increasing the radius of move-
ment for the upper body. 
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ADJUSTMENT FEATURES  

(* ex. HÅG H09 Excellence 9330)

A SEAT HEIGHT

B SEAT DEPTH

C LUMBAR SUPPORT

D HEADREST 

E BACKWARD TILT

F TENSION FORWARD TILT

G TENSION LOCKABLE TILT 

H TILTDOWN™ ARMRESTS



RABOBANK, ROTTERDAM, NETHERLANDS 

HÅG H09 INSPIRATION
HÅG H09 COMMUNICATION

You settle for nothing but the very best. A 
chair is not only a chair- it is an extension of 
your body and mind. Regardless of what 
you’re sitting on, your chair reflects your 
personality and your ambitions and de-
picts who you are. No coincidence your 
chair is a HÅG H09 then.

HÅG H09 Excellence is especially  
designed in padded leather which gives 
it an unsurpassed feeling of luxury and 
comfort. 

EXCLUSIVE 



HÅG H09® EXCELLENCE

BORGARTING LAGMANNSRETT, OSLO, NORWAY 

HÅG H09 EXCELLENCE



NORSK HYDRO, BERGEN, NORWAY 

HÅG H09 INSPIRATION

We spend the majority of our working 
day sitting down: in our own office, in 
meetings, during lunch or in the waiting 
lounge. Perceived comfort, just as well as 
actual comfort, plays an important role. 
For you to feel productive, creative and 
fresh the whole day, it is important that 
your chair inspires you to move without 
you having to think about it. 

HÅG H09 Communication provides you 
with countless ways in which to move 
– not only forwards and backwards, but 
sideways as well. 

COMFORT



HÅG H09® COMMUNICATION

• Norsk Hydro, Bergen, Norway 
 HÅG H09 Inspiration 

• Skanska, Oslo, Norway 
 HÅG H09 Inspiration 

• Borgarting Lagmannsrett 
 Oslo, Norway 
 HAG H09 Excellence 

• Ministry of Foreign Affairs 
 The Hague, the Netherlands 
 HÅG H09 Excellence 

• International Crime Court 
 The Hague, the Netherlands 
 HÅG H09 Communication  

• Umeå University, Umeå, Sweden 
 HÅG H09 Communication 

• On Game, Stockholm, Sweden 
 HÅG H09 Inspiration 

• University of Alicante, Alicante, Spain 
 HÅG H09 Inspiration 

• Lundin Petroleum 
 Geneve, Switzerland 
 HÅG H09 Inspiration

REFERENCES



HÅG H09® CLASSIC

HÅG H09 Classic is timeless in its  
design. Yet it has all the innovative prod-
uct qualities of the rest of the HÅG H09  
collection. A chair that provides the best 
in sitting comfort and ergonomic function-
ality both for working close to the desk 
and reclining. Form follows function. We 
believe that good design should always 
cater to human needs. When you choose 
HÅG H09 Classic, you will experience the 
world of difference this makes

CLASSIC


